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VMT

The key principle is simplicity, without over simplification. This may seem an
impossible goal in today’s complicated and technical environments. However,
I have NOT found any topic or subject so complex, that its core components
cannot be meaningfully distilled + clearly represented on one page. J F Jaeger

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. Art is never finished only abandoned.

– Leonardo da Vinci

“Facts are stubborn things” and whatever may be our wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates

of our passion, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence. Helped frame USA Constitution

– John Adams

“Art is the elimination of the unnecessary”. Action is foundational key to all success

– Pablo Picasso

“Nature’s way is simple and easy, but men prefer what is intricate”

–

Lao Tzu

“One should not increase, beyond what is necessary, the number of entities required to explain
anything. All things being equal, the simplest explanation tends to be the right one"

– Occam's Razor Principle

“You can will something to happen with your body, with your mind. The mind is that strong”

– Byron Nelson

“Education is not the piling on of learning, information, data, facts, skills, or abilities that
is training or instruction - but is rather making visible what is hidden as a seed.”

– Thomas More

“The biggest change to come in GOLF will be in the mind. That is the next frontier.
Remember, once you master the mind, the body will follow .”

– Gary Player

“Simplicity - the root of the substance. The fundamental law underlying everything in the universe
is utterly plain and simple no matter how abstruse or complex some things may appear to be.

–- I Ching g

“First and foremost, we talked about how free will controls thought. Any golfer can decide what
he wants to think about as he contemplates a shot. So we worked hard on getting him to
think about what he wanted to happen, rather than what he didn’t want to happen.

– Bob Rotella

GOLF IS NOT A GAME OF PERFECT

“What makes self-hypnosis (mental imagery) so intriguing is its power. We are astounded
to see ourselves perform a feat that seemed impossible in our ordinary state of consciousness.
During this state, not only is our concentration increased, but you learn to put aside your critical
attitudes. You will then have a powerful trigger with which to transform your target. Always mentally
rehearse desired task in the most positive light.
TRIGGERS
– Stanley Mann
"When I leave this Earth, I won't take any money with me. All I will leave behind will be my art.”

– Brad Renfro

“The CLUB is connected to HANDS, which are connected to our MIND. The mind is the GAME.

– SYT GOLF SWING
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